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Holiday Gift Guide

Welcome to the Holidays at
Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown.
Within these pages, you’ll find a curated selection of some of our favorite items
for the holidays.
Whether you’re buying for The Style Maven, The Voyager, The Wellness Seeker,
The Fitness Junkie, The Adored or The Entertainer, there’s something here for everyone.
From the extravagant gesture for someone special to the more subtle hostess gift
at a dinner party, we’ve thought of it all, so you don’t have to.
We look forward to welcoming you to the Boutique on our Health & Wellness Floor
at Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown.
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Gifting with Intention / Purchase and Payment Options
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FOR THE

StyleMaven

MARC JACOBS X FSNYD
#NYFW SWEATSHIRT
A limited edition Marc Jacobs x Four Seasons
New York Downtown sweatshirt. Designed to
celebrate the union of two storied institutions
and a mutual love for all things New York City.

PETRIFIED WOOD RING

Petrified wood surrounded
by pavé diamonds

$595

$175

SENREVE FIORE
BUCKET BAG PEBBLED
Stunning, structured, and 100%
sophisticated. Introducing The Fiore
Bucket Bag: the latest addition to the
lineup, now available in our finest Pebbled
Misto leather. Handcrafted in our pebbled
leather, it’s the best of both worlds— a
structured pebbled leather shell contrasts
beautifully with the soft leather interior
Fiore Bucket Bag $875
Mini Fiore Bucket Bag $645

MIITRA PROVERBS SILK SCARF

LINGUA FRANCA CREWNECK SWEATER
Create a custom Lingua Franca piece. Choose between
one of our signature phrases or one near-and-dear to you!
100% Cashmere. Hand-stitched in NYC. All Lingua Franca
pieces are hand embroidered once your order is placed.

African proverbs are traditional words of
wisdom passed down from generation to
generation. These expressions of hope,
strength & love serve as the inspiration
and a way of sharing these meaningful
messages with you.

$115

$380
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ILLESTEVA BRIDGEPORT SUNGLASSES
Inspired by the historic seaport city in Connecticut,
this classic yet sophiosticated style features a
rounbded acetate sihouette mixed with a metal
bridge and temples.

MAISON DE PAPILLON
TWEED SUIT
This stunning Kimberly Cotton Tweed Coat
Dress features glass marble button detail,
self-belt loops and pocket details. Pair it with
the matching Skort (skirt/short) to be the talk
of the town. Also available in Deep Blue.

$260

Kimberly Cotton Tweed Coat $695
Kimberly Cotton Tweed Skort $325

SUNDAY SOMEWHERE YETTI ROUND
ACETATE & TITANIUM SUNGLASSES
A dreamer, a traveller, artist and total creative,
the yetti can be sighted these days throughout
New York City. They’re cool in a perfectly round
unisex shape.

$290

CULT GAIA ESTELLE MINI PYTHON
EMBOSSED LEATHER BAG
ASH + AMES BULLET NECKLACE
Masterfully blending strength and beauty, this
necklace features two solid 14k gold-plated
pendants on a 14k gold-linked chain.

Structured handheld bags with animal prints
have prevailed season after season, making
this python option a must-have.

$360

$495
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FOR THE

Voyager

GLOSS MODERNE CLEAN
TRAVEL COLLECTION
Whether you are on the
go or at home, GLOSS
MODERNE Clean Luxury
Travel Collection offers just
the fix for your hair needs.
Suitable for all hair types,
these travel essentials boast
nourishing ingredients that
restore lost moisture to
your locks while imparting
vitamins and fatty acids that
boost your hair’s health.

ASTROLOGY READING WITH REBECCA GORDON

$34

Rebecca Gordon is a world-renowned Astrologer. Clients can
explore their life path and get clarity on the year ahead. Whether
focusing on a specific topic such as career, love, travel or
choosing an ideal date, clients will leave with deeper insight on
how to plot their course and thrive in the coming year.

60 minutes $380

90 minutes $452

KNESKO LUXE
FACE MASK KIT
Collagen Face Masks
made with proprietary
GEMCLINICAL®
Technology which enables
infusion of effective
minerals and gemstones
into our masks and
maximizes delivery
of all active ingredients
into your skin.

$160

SONIC ALCHEMY
EXPERIENCE
A premium one-on-one
session with Michelle Pirret.
Michelle fuses elements of
musicianship and wellness, her
work centres on mindfulness –
facilitating harmonic well-being
and the expansion of individual
consciousness.

$375
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OMOROVICZA BEAUTY TRAVEL SET
FOUR SEASONS
PASSPORT HOLDER
Bespoke pebble grain
leather passport holder.
Handmade in Italy and
embossed with the iconic
Four Seasons tree.

Cleanse, purify and detox the skin with a
selection of products from the iconic Moor
mud range. Includes Thermal Cleansing
Balm (50ml), Refining Facial Polisher
(30ml) and Ultramoor Mud Mask (15ml).

$125

$120
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FOR THE

Wellness
Seeker

KATE MCLEOD LIMITED EDITION
ATELIER STONE 1
A collaboration with crystal healer
Rashia Bell of The Cristalline, the atelier
stone is infused with notes of vetiver
and bergamot. As you use your stone,
a crystal core of heliotrope will emerge.

$ 65

LIFE + LONGEVITY
Welcome to your personal journey into
wellness. In partnership with the Princeton
Longevity Center, world-renowned leaders in
preventive medicine, we’ve curated the ultimate wellness
package to ensure you are taking the most proactive
approach to your health and longevity.
This experience includes a comprehensive Wellness Exam at the
Princeton Longevity Center’s next-generation medical facility at 1
World Trade Center (one day), in addition to on-premise wellness
experiences at Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown including
a Soveral Signature Treatment (60 minutes); Therapeutic Awakening
Massage (60 minutes); Remineralizing Crystal Detox (60 minutes);
daily fitness, yoga and meditation; daily In Room Dining
Breakfast and three night’s accommodation
in an Oculus Suite.

RE.LEASE SILK
SLEEP MASK - BLUE
Featuring our Biocrystal® infused
insert and crafted from pure mulberry
silk, this travel and sleep mask offers
all the benefits of silk and a virtually
weightless insert infused with a blend
of 16 powerful crystals to enhance your
sleep naturally.

Experience starts from

$7,700

for one guest

$68
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Healing
			Vibes
MEDICINE READING
BY MAMA MEDICINE

CRYSTAL HEALING
EXPERIENCE BY RESIDENT
HEALER, RASHIA BELL

A Medicine Reading is a healing modality
created by Deborah Hanekamp designed
to empower you to be your own healer.
This work involves the combination of
conversation, an aura reading, and a
healing ritual.

INFRARED SAUNA
A private infrared
sauna session, with the
combination of heat and
LED chromotherapy lighting
promoting healthy sleep
cycles, reducing muscle
tension, and releasing
natural endorphins.
5 - 30 minute Sessions

$488
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Following the session, a prescription
for a Ritual Bath and some spiritual
homework will be provided to help you
integrate the work while at home. It’s a
very collaborative experience designed
to leave you feeling compassionately
capable, resilient and confident

$555 / 60 minutes

Rashia Bell will help you
explore the healing energy
of crystals while practising
mindful meditation. Available
as a single 60-minute session
or package offering. Each
session will be tailored
specifically to the individual’s
needs.

ACUPUNCTURE &
CLAIRVOYANCY
READING BY RESIDENT
HEALER, DEGANIT NUUR

$325 / 80 minutes

Enjoy a one-on-one
session with Deganit Nuur,
a certified acupuncturist,
herbalist, clairvoyant
intuitive and meditation
instructor to improve
spiritual and overall wellbeing. Each session will be
tailored specifically to the
individual’s needs.

$550 / 90 minutes
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Wellness Goodies

ELLIS BROOKLYN CBD
BODY ESSENTIALS
Experience the benefits of
CBD body essentials:
Marvelous CBD Extra Rich
Body Cream $125
Marvelous Massage &
Body Oil CBD - Roller $30
Marvelous Massage &
Body Oil w/ Full
Spectrum $65

ANGEL BALM
DEEP PORE CLEANSER
AND REGENERATIVE
MASK WITH
MARBLE STONES

REPARATIVE
TECHNOLOGY FACIAL

QUARTZ ROLLER
GIFT SET

Lift, contour and resurface
your skin, without the
downtime. Our skincare
professional will curate a
personalized experience
by blending equipment
with specialized techniques
to create a non-invasive,
technology-driven facial
customized to reach your
targeted skincare goals.

It’s time for some self
care. The face roller
features detachable
heads that can be used
to target the different
areas of the face and
neck, both beauty and
energetically driven.

Organic and hand blended
with love, this Spa at
Four Seasons New York
Downtown favorite is hailed
as a “true hero product”
due to it’s multi-functional
formula. The serum contains
rose geranium essential oil
to preserve suppleness and
prevent dry skin.

$270

90 minutes

$395

Angel Balm 60ml

PURSOMA SOAKS

$85
Soveral Marble Facial Stones

$99
PERSONALISED
WELLNESS OIL
COLLECTION
Our Aromatherapy
Blend Bar features
a selection of nine
essential oils, all of
which support mood
enhancement, physical
wellbeing and emotional
balance. Guests
can have their own
collection of bespoke oil
blended by a wellness
expert to take home.
The perfect holiday gift
for everyone! (includes
5 personalized bespoke
oils)

SEFTE ALPACA
MEDITATION CUSHION
The cushion, 100%
alpaca & beautiful, is a
hand-crocheted round
medallion knit, created
by artisans in the high
Andes of Peru.

$265

Pursoma premium
ingredients are individually
sourced and selected
for the highest potency
and purity in the world.
Choose from a selection
of soaks including Digital
Detox, Resurrection and
Hot Tub.

$40 / 298 g
SUNDAYS
A non-toxic, bright and
powerful polish that’s
energetically glam.
Dance the night away
with No. 16 Pure Red, a
passionate shade
that you can wear all
year round.

$18

$135
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FOR THE

ART OF WELLNESS
PACKAGE

Fitness
		Junkie

PORTABLE MASSAGER –
THERAGUN MINI

The Art of Wellness
Package includes a
60-minute Personal Fitness
Experience, 60 minutes
Remineralizing Detox
Body Scrub, 90 minutes
Therapeutic Deep Massage
and a Wellness juice.

The mini is your pocket-sized
partner, giving you Theragun
quality muscle treatment
with unparalleled portability.
Compact but powerful,
Theragun mini is the most
agile massage device that
goes wherever you do.

$580 / 210 min

$199

FOUR SEASONS TRAVEL YOGA MAT
A wonderfully easy gift for the girl-onthe-go. Black mat with Four Seasons
New York Downtown Logo.

$40

GARBE LUXE LUCA
YOGA PANT

FOUR SEASONS
BASEBALL HAT AND T-SHIRT

Chic, sexy and performance
friendly. Perfect for any time!

For the sporty woman onthe-go! Enjoy a Four Seasons
New York Downtown branded
baseball cap and t-shirt. Perfect
for the tres-chic weekend!

$108

$95

YOGA BALM
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Enliven Clients’ Yoga Balm contains
Yakima peppermint, the most potent
peppermint in the world. Delivered in a
blend of ethically harvested beeswax
and an array of certified organic plant
oils, this wonderfully herbaceous
essential oil provides intense warmth to
tired, overworked muscles–offering an
instant feeling of release.

100% Cotton 6 Panel Embroidered
front graphic Moderate crown and
bill Backstrap adjustment and brass
closur.e Made in NYC.

$48

$45

NEW YORK NEW YORK CAP
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The Time
				 Traveler

THE TIME TRAVELER
A past life regression
elevated with healing rituals
such as breath work and
energetic clearing.

Resident Healer Nicole Hernandez, also known as The Traveling
Hypnotist, has curated a very special experience for Four Seasons
Hotel New York Downtown - The Time Traveler.
The Time Traveler is a past life regression
elevated with healing rituals such as breath
work and energetic clearing.

The Time Traveler Immersive
(Overnight) Experience includes:

Past life regression is a hypnotherapy
technique that helps people access
memories, particularly those from another
lifetime. A hypnotherapist assists clients
through hypnosis or guided meditation,
and then guides them to recall important
details of past lives. During the session,
the client experiences visualisations that
are more vivid than a daydream and
distinct from common dreams. The goal
of a past life regression is to garner insight
from past lives that can be helpful in this
current lifetime.

DAY 1:

The Time Traveler experience
includes the following:
30-minute Infrared Sauna +
Wellness Juice

»

60-minute Remineralising Detox
Body Scrub

»

60-minute Sleep Serenity
Massage

»

90-minute Time Traveler
Experience

Check into Four Seasons Hotel
New York Downtown

»

30-minute Infrared Sauna +
Wellness Juice

»

60-minute Remineralising Detox
Body Scrub

»

Overnight stay in chosen room
category

DAY 2:

The Time Traveler is offered as a fourhour experience and as an overnight
immersive experience, allowing locals,
staycationers and travellers to enjoy this
impactful wellness treatment, based on
their own personal preference.

»

»

»

In-Room Wellness Breakfast
(USD 100 breakfast credit)

»

60-minute Sleep Serenity
Massage

»

90-minute Time Traveler
Experience

»

Check out of Four Seasons Hotel
New York Downtown

Rates start at USD $1,595 per night
for The Time Traveler Immersive
Experience. Valid from October 1, 2021
to April 30, 2022.

Reservations are essential for both
experiences and can be made by
calling The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel
New York Downtown on 646 880 1995.
Subject to availability.

The Time Traveler Experience is USD
$845 for 4 hours. Subject to availability.
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Adored

FOR THE

FOUR SEASONS BRANDED
SILK PAJAMA SET
Four Seasons New York
Downtown’s sleepwear is all
elegance. This relaxed set is
perfect for day or night. 100%
Silk charmeuse. Available in
black or rose.

$475

OLIVIA VON HALLE
PAJAMA SET
We are pleased to offer you a choice
of luxurious pajama designs from
British luxury lounge wear brand
Olivia von Halle.

Alba - Odile $525
Metamorphoses $595

FOUR SEASONS SPA ROBE
A tailored fit with refined tonal piping,
our luxurious spa robes come with a
plush microfiber terry lining and signature
embroidered chest logo.
Pricing includes personalized initials.

$125

MINI KALEIDOSCOPE RING

24K GOLD TANTRIC
NECKLACE
WITH ROSE QUARTZ

A classic Bliss Lau design,
architectural, innovative, and
season-less. The Kaleidoscope
Ring marks a pivotal moment
for Bliss, it was the first ring
she envisioned utilizing 3D
Technology and the precision it
allows in design.

The energy of rose quartz
helps the bud of the heart
unfold into a thousandpetaled lotus of light.

$444

$325
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FOR THE

Entertainer

TOM DIXON TEA SET
WITH CUPS

FOUR SEASONS
SIGNATURE CANDLE
COLLECTION

Luxe & cutting edge,
the Tom Dixon bump
teapot features
translucent colored
glass paired with
distinctive geometric
shapes.

Relaxing and luxurious,
these fragrances feature
the sensory journey
that is Four Seasons
New York Downtown.
Our signature candle
collection comes in five
distinctive scents - one
for each season and the
evergreen spa scent.

$75 each
$375 set of 5

$380

FOREO UFO MINI
Whatever your skin may be going through, we have
a mask that can help leave your complexion refined
and healthy-looking. Choose between a variety
of premium super clean K-beauty formulas, relax
and enjoy expert skincare in under 2 minutes for a
fraction of the salon cost.

$99

FOREO ESPADA
BLUE LIGHT THERAPY

FOUR SEASONS COFFEE
TABLE BOOK BY
ASSOULINE
Artist Ignasi Monreal’s
sensational paintings
capture the heart of iconic
Four Seasons properties
though a one-of-a-kind
Assouline coffee table book.
The perfect gift for anyone!

Blue light acne therapy
works by firing LED
light energy into pores
to attack acne-causing
bacteria — known as
P. acnes — where it
lives. ESPADA’s unique
T-Sonic™ pulsations
propel blue light
wavelengths deeper, for
an amplified effect.

$149

$120
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Gifting with Intention
We believe in gifting with intention. We believe in the art of connecting social consciousness with luxury.
Our commitment to luxury has always made you FEEL good. Here’s how we can help you DO good.
We partner with ethically, socially and environmentally aware brands and thought leaders who have adopted policies that promote
the well-being of society and the environment.

How to Purchase…

Payment Options

Each of the items inside these pages are available to purchase
directly from The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown.

Credit Card is the preferred method of payment.

The Spa is located on the Health & Wellness Floor (third floor) of
the hotel and is open from 7am to 7pm, 7 days
a week.
Items are also available for purchase via phone at 646.880.1990
or email at spa.nydowntown@fourseasons.com

Our partners with a social mission include:

All credit cards accepted including American Express,
Visa, MasterCard, Diners Club and Discover Card.
Debit cards also accepted.
No personal checks.

Additional shipping costs apply.

Omorovicza’s empirical observations of miraculous healing led

Miitra is a female, black owned business whose mission is to

to the building of more than 1,000 thermal baths in Hungary
and preserving these waters with love and honor.

empower your spirit through thoughtfully designed pieces that
promote strength, love and confidence. Each silk scarf has an
African proverb that makes you feel beautiful inside and out,
designed with care in New York and made in Italy.

Soveral is focused on traceability with 100% certified
ingredients being paramount. Wherever possible they are
purchased directly from the source. All end products are
thoroughly tested and packaged with 100% organic recyclable
materials

Pursoma is a female-owned business who continuously
shine light and resources on little known farmers and
harvesters, acknowledging their ancient practices around
the world.
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Maison de Papillon endeavors to produce the highest quality
items with minimal impact. Each collection also supports the
Indian Dreams Foundation which focuses on educating and
empowering underprivileged communities.

About T he Spa at
Four Seasons H otel New York Downtown:
Since its opening, The Spa at Four Seasons Hotel New York Downtown has been one of the leaders in the city for wellness innovation,
offering locals, guests and residents the ultimate in relaxation and rejuvenation. Including seven treatment rooms, an outdoor terrace,
24 hour fitness centre, a 75-foot (23 metre) indoor heated lap pool and a specialty curated boutique, The Spa is an oasis in the city that
never sleeps. For more information on The Spa including a full menu of treatments and experiential offerings, please visit fourseasons.
com/newyorkdowntown/spa
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FOUR SEASONS HOTEL NEW YORK DOWNTOWN
27 Barclay Street, New York, NY, 10007
fourseasons.com/newyorkdowntown
@fsnydowntown
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